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Pontryagin’s maximum principle is used to find the curve of shortest length with
bounded Minkowskian curvature passing through two points with given initial and
terminal tangents.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We generalize the following theorem from the Euclidean plane to
Minkowski planes. Minkowski spaces are simply finite-dimensional,
normed, linear spaces.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Let k 0, x , y ,  , and x , y ,  be gien. Then0 0 0 1 1 1
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .among the cures x s , y s , 0 s L, haing x 0  x , y 0  y ,  00 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .  , and x L  x , y L  y ,  L   , and piecewise continuous0 1 1 1
Ž .  Ž . curature  s satisfying  s  k, any one which has minimal length L
1must consist of straight line segments and arcs of circles of radius where s isk
the arc length and  is the angle of the horizontal with the unit tangent
dx dyŽ ., .ds ds
 Johnson 6 proved Theorem 1 and, together with some geometric
 arguments, used it to prove Theorem 2 given below. Chakerian et al. 4
gave a geometric proof of Theorem 2.
THEOREM 2. Let C be a closed cure of length L haing piecewise
Ž .  Ž . continuous curature  s satisfying  s  k. Then C may be contained in
L  2a circle of radius R  . This estimate is the best possible.4 2k
Preliminary definitions and concepts are discussed in Section 2. A proof
 of 6, Theorem 1 is recalled in Section 3. In Section 4 the theory of
optimal control is used to motivate the definition of Minkowskian curva-
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 ture given in this article. Thompson 8 has a good treatment of the
required background from Minkowski geometry.
2. PRELIMINARIES
By a plane convex body we shall mean a compact, convex subset of the
Euclidean plan having a non-empty interior. We shall take a ‘‘unit circle’’
E for a Minkowski plane to be a centrally symmetric convex body with its
center at the origin in the Euclidean plane. The Minkowski distance
defined by E from x to y is given by
 x y e
 x y  , 1Ž .E r
 where x y is the Euclidean distance from x to y and r is thee
Euclidean radius of E in the direction of the vector y x. An equivalent
    definition of Minkowski length is given in 8, p. 17 by x  inf E
	 4R : x E .
Below we review the definition of the distance function of a convex body
Ž .K and use the definition to obtain the formula in 1 . Let K be a convex
body in Rn containing the origin as an interior point. The distance
Ž .function of K , F K , x , is defined by
 4 nF K , x  inf  0 : x K , x R . 2Ž . Ž .
For a convex body K , the radial function of K in the direction of a unit
vector u is defined by
1
r K , u  . 3Ž . Ž .
F K , uŽ .
Ž .Equation 3 and the homogeneity of the distance function imply
 x e
   F K , x  F K , x u  x F K , u  , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e e r K , uŽ .
   where x is the usual Euclidean norm and u x x for x 0, ande e
 0  0. Let E be a centrally symmetric convex body centered at the
n1 Ž .origin. For each u S , let r E, u be the radius of E in the direc-
tion u.
THEOREM 3. Let E be a centrally symmetric conex body in Rn. Define
Ž . Ž . Ž .   Ž .the distance function of E as in 2 . Let F x  F K , x . Then   F  
  Ž .x r K , u is a norm.e
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Ž . Ž .Proof. i F x  0 if and only if x 0 is clear.
 x xŽ . Ž .  4 ii If  0, then F  x  inf  0 :  E   inf  0 :  
4 Ž .   Ž .E  F x   F x .
Ž . ŽŽ .Ž .. Ž .   Ž .If  0, then F  x  F  x F x   F x , where
Ž . Ž .F x  F x follows from the fact that E is centrally symmetric.
x yŽ .iii Since  E and  E, by the convexity of E we haveŽ . Ž .F x F y
Ž . Ž .F x x F y y 	   E.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F x 	 F y F x F x 	 F y F y
x	 yHence  E.Ž . Ž .F x 	 F y
x	 yF x	 y  inf  0 :  E  F x 	 F y . 5 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Assuming that the boundary of the unit circle E has nowhere zero
Euclidean curvature, we define the Minkowskian curvature of a curve C at
a point p by
 C , pŽ .e
 C , p  , 6Ž . Ž .m  E, pŽ .e
Ž . Ž .where  C, p and  E, p denote the Euclidean curvatures of C and Ee e
at points p and p, respectively, such that the unit tangent to C at p is
parallel to the unit tangent to E at p. If there are two different points p
and p of E with parallel tangents to the tangent to C at p, then using theˆ
Ž . Ž .fact that E is centrally symmetric, it follows that  E, p   E, p .ˆe e
Note that if we use the parametrization  for E where  is the angle that
Ž . Ž .the tangent to E makes with the horizontal, then  E,    E, 	 e e
because of the fact that E is centrally symmetric.
Other works define Minkowskian curvature differently. See for example
 Busemann 3 . Our definition permits us to give a generalization of
Theorem 1 and is useful for an optimal control theory approach. Note that
Ž .in the Euclidean case,  E,   1 and the Minkowskian curvature is thee
same as the usual Euclidean curvature. Pontryagin’s maximum principle
from the theory of optimal control used in this article can be found in
   Boltyanskii 2 . Jurdjevic 7, Chap. 11 has a nice treatment of Pontryagin’s
maximum principle.
3. THE EUCLIDEAN CASE
The theory of optimal control can be used for plane curves as follows.
The functionals for which extrema are examined are geometric invariants
such as area or perimeter. The system of ordinary differential equations
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for the control theory formulation is derived from the FrenetSerret
Ž . Ž .formulas, and the control parameter is curvature. If x s and y s are
coordinates of any curve parametrized by arc length s and having curva-
Ž .ture  s , then
dx
 cos  7Ž .
ds
dy
 sin  8Ž .
ds
d
  s . 9Ž . Ž .
ds
 The following proof of Theorem 1 is given in Johnson 6 .
Proof. We think of the arc length parameter s as time and try to
minimize L HL ds. Thus, this is a time optimal control problem. We0
form the Hamiltonian function
H x , y ,  ,  , , ,  cos 	 sin 	  10Ž . Ž .1 2 3 1 2 3
and consider
d 	H1   0, 11Ž .
ds 	 x
d 	H2   0, 12Ž .
ds 	 y
and
d 	H3   sin  cos  . 13Ž .1 2ds 	
Ž .If the curve determined by  s is optimal, there exists a nontrivial
solution  , , such that1 2 3
max H x s , y s ,  s ,  , s , s , sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 3
  K
H x s , y s ,  s ,  s , s , s , s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 3
Ž .Hence, at any portion on the curve where   0,  sign  K3 3
1Ž .K. So x, y is an arc of a circle of radius .K
Ž .   If  s  0 on an interval contained in 0, L , then   0 sin 3 3 1
 cos  in that interval. Since  ,  , and  cannot all be zero, either2 1 2 3
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  0 or   0. But d ds d ds 0. Hence  and  are1 2 1 2 1 2
dconstants. It follows that  is constant, so   0. Hence such an arc isds
a straight line segment.
4. THE MINKOWSKIAN CASE
We now discuss extensions of Theorem 1 in a Minkowski plane. In order
to define the Minkowskian length of a curve, we need the following
 concepts, which can be found in 5, p. 58 .
  n  A function 
 : a, b  R is of bounded variation on a, b with respect
 to the norm  if and only if there is a constant M 0 such that for any
 4  partition P a t  t  t    t  b of a, b , the total varia-0 1 2 n
 tion of f over a, b satisfies
n
V 
 , P  
 t  
 t M . 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k k1
1
  nTHEOREM 4. A function 
 : a, b  R is of bounded ariation with
 respect to the Euclidean norm  if and only if it is of bounded ariatione
 with respect to the Minkowskian norm  .
Proof. Let R and R be the minimum and maximum radii of the unit1 2
ball E measured in the Euclidean norm. Let P a t  t  t  0 1 2
4   Ž . Ž . t  b be a partition of a, b . Let V 
 , P and V 
 , P denote then e m
total variations with respect to the Euclidean and Minkowskian norms,
Ž . Ž .respectively, and let u be a unit vector in the direction of 
 t  
 t .k k k1
Suppose 
 is of bounded variation with respect to the Euclidean norm.
Ž .We can find a bound for V 
 , P as follows:m
n
V 
 , P  
 t  
 tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ým k k1
1
n 
 t  
 t V 
 , PŽ . Ž . Ž .k k1 ee  . 15Ž .Ý r E, u RŽ .k 11
 If 
 is of bounded variation with respect to the Minkowskian norm  ,
then
n
V 
 , P  
 t  
 tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýe k k1 e
1
n
 r E, u 
 t  
 t  R V 
 , P . 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k k k1 2 m
1
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  nA path is a continuous function 
 : a, b  R . 
 is a rectifiable path if
and only if 
 is a function of bounded variation. Theorem 4 shows that a
path is rectifiable with respect to the Euclidean norm if and only if it is
rectifiable with respect to the Minkowskian norm.
Let P be a polygonal path with vertices x , x , x , . . . , x . The Minkow-0 1 2 n
skian length of P with respect to the unit ball E is defined by
n
  P  x  x , 17Ž . Ž .ÝE i i1
1
 where  is the Minkowskian norm.
Let C be a rectifiable path. The Minkowskian length of C with respect
to the unit ball E is defined by
 C  sup  P , 18Ž . Ž . Ž .E E
P
where  is the set of all polygonal paths inscribed in C.
Ž .Assume now that C is continuously differentiable. If we let ds C, u ,
u Sn1, denote the Euclidean element of arc length at a point where the
tangent vector the curve C has direction u, then the Minkowskian element
Ž .of arc length, denoted by ds C, u , is defined bym
ds C , uŽ .e
ds C , u  . 19Ž . Ž .m r E, uŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .We can use 17 , 18 , and 19 to find the following expression for the
Ž .Minkowskian length of C, denoted l C :
ds C , uŽ .e
l C   C   ds C , u . 20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HE mr E, uŽ .C C
2 Ž . Ž .Turning to the case of curves in R , we let ds C, u  ds C,  , wheree e
Ž .  u cos  , sin  . The work of Biberstein 1 deals with the differential
geometry of the Minkowski plane. Let s and s be the Euclidean ande m
Ž .Minkowskian arc lengths, respectively, along a curve C. Let r  be the
radius of E in the direction  , where  is the angle from the horizontal to
the line tangent to the curve at the point. We use the chain rule
d ds d de   r  21Ž . Ž .
ds ds ds dsm m e e
dx
 r  cos  , 22Ž . Ž .
dsm
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dy
 r  sin  , 23Ž . Ž .
dsm
d
 r   C ,  . 24Ž . Ž . Ž .edsm
Thus the problem of finding the shortest Minkowskian distance between
l Ž . Ž .two points can be viewed as minimizing H ds subject to 22 , 23 , and0 m
Ž .24 , with given initial and terminal points, where l denotes the
Minkowskian length of the curve. Also, the problem of finding the shortest
distance from a point to a given line can be viewed as an optimal control
problem with variable endpoints.
To find the curve of the shortest length with bounded Minkowskian
curvature passing through two points with given initial and terminal
Ž .tangents, we can interpret Minkowskian arc length as time and use 22 ,
Ž . Ž .23 , and 24 to form the Hamiltonian
H x , y ,  ,  , , ,Ž .e 1 2 3
 r   cos 	 r   sin 	 r    C ,  , 25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 e
Ž .where the curvature  C,  is the control parameter. In order to obtaine
arcs of the unit circle E as arcs of the extremal curve, one would need to
 Ž .  Ž .have  C,   k E,  so that when we use the maximum principlee e
we get
1
 C ,   k E,    E,  , 26Ž . Ž . Ž .e e e ž /k
1which gives arcs of the unit circle E with dilation factor of . Hence if wek
Ž . Ž . Ž .define the Minkowskian curvature as  C, p   C, p  E, p , wherem e e
the tangents at p and p are parallel, we have the following generalization
Ž . Ž . Ž .of Theorem 1. Using 22 , 23 , and 24 , the proof is the same as that of
Theorem 1 and is omitted.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5. Let k 0, x , y ,  , and x , y ,  be gien. Then0 0 0 1 1 1
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .among the cures x s , y s , 0 s  l, haing x 0  x , y 0 m m m 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y ,  0   , x l  x , y l  y ,  l   , and piecewise continuous.0 0 1 1 1
Ž .  Ž . Minkowskian curature  s satisfying  s  k, any one of which hasm m m m
minimal length l, must consist of straight line segments and arcs of the unit
1circle E with dilation factor .k
The following is a generalization of Theorem 2. A geometric proof will
be given in a subsequent paper. The geometric proof follows very closely
 the lines of the proof in 4 .
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THEOREM 6. Let E be the unit circle in a Minkowskian plane. Let C be
Ž . Žany continuously differentiable closed cure with length l C measured in
.  Ž .  Ž . Ž .the Minkowski metric . Assume  C,   k E,  , where  C,  ande e e
Ž . E,  denote Euclidean curatures of C and E, respectiely. Then C can bee
contained in a homothetic copy of the unit circle E with a dilation factor of
Ž .l C 1 Ž Ž . . l E  4 .4 4k
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